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Abstract: Crystallization control of organic conjugated small molecules is in high demand for the engi-
neering of functional materials in organic optoelectronics. Here, we report solution additive-assisted
crystallization of a model non-planar aromatic hydrocarbon derivative 9,10-diphenylanthracene.
Among the studied series of related aromatic hydrocarbons comprising pyrene, perylene, anthracene,
tetracene, and rubrene, only tetracene revealed clear reproducible effects allowing one to perform
selective crystallization of metastable 9,10-diphenylanthracene polymorphs. Additionally, crystalliza-
tion of 9,10-diphenylanthracene and pyrene produced a stoichiometric co-crystal (PYR–DPA) having
a segregated layered molecular packing with alternating 9,10-diphenylanthracene and pyrene layers.
Remarkably, the molecular packing of pyrene within the co-crystal is unique and represented by
the herringbone motif, whereas the molecular packing in known pyrene polymorphs is represented
by π-stacked molecules. The co-crystal also demonstrated a bright photoluminescence with a pho-
toluminescence quantum yield of 51%. Considering the morphology of 9,10-diphenylanthracene
crystals obtained and crystal structures of PYR–DPA co-crystal and tetracene, we have proposed the
mechanism of additive-assisted polymorphism based on the inhibition of (111) facet of α-DPA and
promoting of the layered structure crystallization corresponding to metastable polymorphs (β- and
γ-DPA). We highlight the additive-assisted crystallization approach as a powerful tool for the crystal
engineering of functional materials for organic optoelectronics.

Keywords: additive-assisted crystallization; polymorphism; conjugated small molecules; organic
semiconductors; organic electronics

1. Introduction

Conjugated small molecules are well-known and widely studied molecular semicon-
ductors. Their crystalline solids obtained both from solution and vapor or melt phases are
in high demand in organic optoelectronics for possible practical applications in organic
light-emitting devices, photovoltaic cells, field-effect transistors, lasers, etc. [1–4]. Among
the variety of conjugated small molecules, symmetric aromatic hydrocarbon derivatives
represent a convenient model for the fundamental study of “structure–property” rela-
tionships due to their condensed π-systems, known molecular packing extracted from
X-ray data, low concentration of defects, and hence, outstanding charge carrier mobility
and luminescent properties [5–7]. To tune a crystalline structure of organic semiconduc-
tors, several approaches were suggested and extensively exploited: variation of a conju-
gated framework [8–11], introduction of substituents [12–17], polymorphism [18–23], co-
crystallization [24–28], template-induced [4,29–31] and specific crystallizations [22,32–36]
allowing the control of crystal orientation on a substrate, and morphology. Polymorphism
is considered to be one of the most powerful approaches in material science and pharma-
ceutical engineering for the study of “structure–activity” relationships and control of the
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properties of a given compound without changing its chemical structure [37–39]. There-
fore, the development of efficient crystallization approaches is in high demand in current
material science.

Additive-assisted crystallization is among the most efficient approaches allowing one
to regulate polymorphism and performance without time- and effort-consuming chemical
synthesis [30,40–42]. Tailor-made additives were previously reported to be active promot-
ers/inhibitors for crystallization of bio-active and pharmaceutical compounds [43–47]. The
influence of even minute amounts of impurities was demonstrated to affect the kinetics and
thermodynamics of a crystallization process [45]. The additives are believed to be able to
bind at a certain crystal facet and impede/promote the growth of this facet. To some extent,
additive-assisted crystallization is similar to template-induced crystallization and has an
influence on surface chemistry, topography, and epitaxy during the nucleation process [4].
The additive-assisted crystallization of conjugated small molecules is rarely studied in
material science and only a few examples were previously reported and analyzed [48]. We
have previously reported additive-assisted crystallization of perylene (PRN), and the under-
lying mechanism was proposed based on the assumption that the 9,10-diphenylanthracene
(DPA) layer serves as a template for perylene β-polymorph nucleation [24]. However, DPA
itself also has three polymorphs differing by molecular packing, crystal morphologies and
intermolecular interactions. Therefore, DPA may serve as a perfect platform for the study
of its crystallization and further development of the crystal engineering approaches for
tuning material structure and functionalities.

In this work, to demonstrate the generality of the additive-assisted crystallization
method, we have studied DPA crystallization as a model non-planar luminescent aromatic
hydrocarbon material being a widely used model compound in organic optoelectronics.
DPA was crystallized from solution by solvent/antisolvent method with the addition of
pyrene (PYR), perylene (PRN), anthracene (ANT), tetracene (TET), and rubrene (RUB). Only
the tetracene additive was demonstrated to influence the DPA polymorphism allowing
reproducible obtaining metastable β- and γ-DPA polymorphs, whereas the crystallization
with other additives results in the thermodynamically stable α-polymorph as a major
component. In addition, the crystallization of DPA and PYR allows us to obtain a sto-
ichiometric PYR–DPA co-crystals having a segregated layered molecular packing with
alternating DPA and PYR layers. The co-crystal demonstrated good photoluminescent
properties with a photoluminescence quantum yield of 51%. The similarity of the α-DPA
layer structure with the co-crystal structure as well as matching layer heights of β- and
γ-DPA with TET molecular length allows us to propose the mechanism of additive-assisted
DPA polymorphism.

2. Materials and Methods

All compounds were purchased from commercial sources (Sigma-Aldrich, Rahway,
NJ, USA; Acros Organics, Geel, Belguim; Alfa Aesar, Haverhill, MA, USA; Merck, Rahway,
NJ, USA). The powders were purified by the physical vapor transport method in a stream of
high-purity helium (99.95%) as described elsewhere [49]. Target samples were crystallized
by solvent vapor diffusion method from toluene/iPrOH system at room temperature
and in dark conditions. Vials with DPA solution with or without additives in 3–5 mol%
concentrations with respect to DPA in toluene were placed into a larger vessel with anti-
solvent (iPrOH). The DPA concentration in all experiments was 0.06 M. The crystal growth
time was about 3 days. Crystals were examined using an optical microscope (MC-2-Zoom
(2CR), “Micromed”, Russia) in transmitted light and under blue (405 nm) irradiation.

2.1. X-ray Diffraction

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction experiments were performed using a Bruker KAPPA
APEX II diffractometer with graphite monochromated MoKα radiation at ambient temper-
ature. Integration and scaling of the intensity data were accomplished with SAINT [50].
Absorption corrections were applied using SADABS [51]. The structure was solved by
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SHELXT [52]. Refinement was carried out by the full-matrix least-squares technique with
SHELXL [52] using OLEX2 [53] software. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotrop-
ically. Hydrogen atoms were calculated at idealized positions according to the riding
model. Parameters characterizing data collection, refinement, and crystal data of PYR–
DPA co-crystal are summarized in Table S1 (see Supplementary Materials). Mercury [54]
Olex2 and PLATON [55] were used for visualization and analysis of the crystal structure.
The structural data for the co-crystal was deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic
Database (CCDC No. 2254697) and can be downloaded freely from the following site:
http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk. The theoretical morphology was calculated using Bravais–
Friedel–Donnay–Harker (BFDH) method in Mercury.

Powder X-ray diffraction experiments were performed using a STOE-MP diffractome-
ter (Cu Kα radiation), equipped with a bent Ge (111) monochromator and a MYTHEN
1 K detector, scanning a 2θ range of 4–50◦. The experimental powder pattern of the sam-
ples was compared with those simulated form the single-crystal X-ray diffraction data
of previously reported polymorphs taken from the Cambridge Structural Database. For
qualitative phase analyses, the published CIFs of DPA polymorphs have been chosen at
ambient temperature and better Rf (<5%) values according to the following refs: α-DPA
(CSD-DPANTR01) [56], β-DPA (CSD-DPANTR08) [57], γ-DPA (CSD-DPANTR11) [57].
Crystal structure of tetracene (CSD-TETCEN01) [58] and perylene-9,10-diphenylanthacene
(PRN-DPA) co-crystal (CSD-QIFKAV) [24] were used for crystal packing comparison with
polymorphic forms of DPA.

2.2. Photoluminescence Measurements

The photoluminescence quantum yield of single crystals was measured using an
in-tegrating sphere 3.3-inch-diameter (Newport 819C-SL-3.3) coupled with a UV-Vis spec-
trometer (QE Pro, Ocean Optics). The excitation was performed with a diode laser emitting
405 nm (Laserglow). The detailed experimental procedure is described in ref. [59]. All
samples showed good reproducibility and the overall error did not exceed 4%.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Additive-Assisted Crystallization of 9,10-Diphenylanthracene

9,10-diphenylanthracene (DPA) was previously reported to have three polymorphic
modifications: α-, β-, and γ-polymorphs differing by molecular packing and crystal mor-
phology. The α-form was demonstrated to be thermodynamically stable, whereas the
metastable β- and γ-forms demonstrated similar unit cell parameters but different crystal
structures and are often obtained as a mixture from sublimation or from melt [57]. DPA
has 14 deposited crystal structures according to the last CSD version 5.43. We analyzed
all deposited structures and assigned them to the three DPA polymorphs as follows: α-
DPA (refcodes: DPANTR, DPANTR01, DPANTR03-06, and DPANTR13), β-DPA (refcode
DPANTR08-10), and γ-DPA (refcode DPANTR02,11). All CSD numbers relating to one
polymorphic form have similar powder patterns simulated from CIF files. However, the
structure with refcode DPANTR07 (3 GPa) [60] was reported to have slightly different unit
cell parameters (10.041(2) Å, 13.150(2) Å, 11.378(2) Å, 90◦, 88.48(1)◦, 90◦) and powder pat-
tern as compared to that of α-DPA. We analyzed DPANTR01 and DPANTR07 for structural
similarities and concluded that these crystal structures are very similar: all 15 molecules
in the cluster overlay with each other with a slight shift and RMS = 0.509. Therefore, this
phase can hardly be considered to be a new DPA polymorph but rather a compressed
structure of α-DPA.

To study 9,10-diphenylanthracene polymorphism, we crystallized it by solvent/antisolvent
method with the following conjugated hydrocarbon molecules as additives: pyrene (PYR),
perylene (PRN), anthracene (ANT), tetracene (TET), and rubrene (RUB) (Chart 1). Additive
molecules were chosen from the same class—conjugated small molecules with different
molecular length and width, crystal packing, and molecular planarity. Thermodynamically

http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk
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stable α-polymorph of DPA was typically obtained from toluene solution with i-PrOH as
an antisolvent (without additives).
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Chart 1. Chemical structures of 9,10-diphenylanthracene and additives with their molecular weight
and estimated solubility in toluene.

Figure 1a–e shows the optical images of DPA crystals grown in the presence of addi-
tives. Typically, DPA crystallizes from a toluene–iPrOH system as bulk crystals with prism
morphology (Figure 1a). Crystallization with certain additives (PYR, PRN and RUB) led to
thick plate crystals (Figure 1b,c,e). The Miller indexing of the DPA plate-shaped crystals
shows that the main crystal facet is (111), which corresponds to the inclined molecular
arrangement in respect the main crystal facet (Figure 1f). Crystallization of DPA with PYR,
PRN, and RUB did not lead to polymorphic diversity of DPA (Figures 1 and 2). The crys-
tallization of DPA with anthracene results in the concomitant polymorphism of α- and β-
forms of DPA, according to powder X-ray diffraction experiments (Figure 2 and Figure S1).
PXRD patterns of DPA + ANT mixtures (Figure S1) demonstrated a large contribution
of α-polymorph; the β-form was observed only as a minor product, even at high ANT
concentrations (up to 20%).
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Figure 1. Optical microscopy images of DPA crystals (a) pure and obtained with additives:
(b) DPA + PYR, (c) DPA + PRN, (d) DPA + ANT, and (e) DPA + RUB in transmitted light (top)
and under blue irradiation (bottom); (f) BFDH morphology of α-DPA with (111) slice.
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Figure 2. The powder X-ray diffraction data of DPA polymorphs simulated from single-crystal
X-ray diffraction data of α-form (red), β-form (green), and γ-form (magenta) in comparison with
experimental data of the samples crystallized with additives (PYR, PRN, ANT, RUB). The asterisks
with matching colors demonstrate the peaks related to α- and β-DPA.

More intriguing results were obtained in the case of using tetracene as an additive.
The variation of tetracene concentration reproducibly allows us to obtain all three known
polymorphic forms of DPA as follows. Crystallization of DPA with the presence of tetracene
in concentrations lower than 1% retains the crystal form of α-DPA but changes crystal mor-
phology from bulk prisms to plates with (111) main facets (Figure 3a). Using near-saturated
tetracene concentrations (up to 3%) results in plate-like DPA crystals corresponding to β-
and γ-metastable forms of DPA (Figure 3b,c). The powder X-ray diffraction confirmed the
selective crystallization of DPA polymorphic forms (Figure 3d). Figure S2 shows powder
patterns of a series of DPA+TET samples crystallized with different TET concentrations (at
least 3 PXRD experiments for each TET concentration were performed) indicating a good
reproducibility of TET-assisted DPA crystallization. The mechanism of the tetracene effect
probably could have been rationalized by obtaining a DPA–TET co-crystal and analyzing its
structure. However, during crystallization experiments even with saturated concentrations
of DPA and TET and even by using a physical vapor transport method it was not obtained.
We also tried a mechanochemical approach to obtain a possible DPA–TET co-crystal phase.
The stoichiometric mixture of DPA and TET was ground with a drop of toluene in an
agate mortar and PXRD pattern was recorded (Figure S3). However, only peaks of indi-
vidual phases of both materials (α-DPA and TET) were observed. Nevertheless, during
the study, a new co-crystal of DPA with PYR was obtained and is characterized in the
following section.
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Figure 3. (a–c) Optical microscopy images of DPA with different tetracene concentrations in transmit-
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3.2. Co-Crystal of Pyrene and 9,10-Diphenylanthracene (PYR–DPA)

PYR–DPA co-crystal was observed as a minor product at crystallization of DPA with
pyrene in concentration of 5 mol%. Co-crystal has rhombic plate-like morphology with blue
photoluminescence predominantly emitted from the crystal edges under blue irradiation
(Figure 4a). The main crystal facet of the co-crystal is (100) plane that corresponds to BFDH-
calculated morphology (Figure 4a). The PYR–DPA co-crystal crystallized in a monoclinic
P21/c space group with halves of molecules in asymmetric units (Figure 4b). PYR and
DPA pack in layered structures with alternating of their layers. DPA layers implemented
by C-H···π interactions (C4-H···Cg2 and C5-H···Cg1) between anthracene cores (Table S2,
Figure 4b). PYR and DPA layers connected by C10-H···Cg5 and C11-H···Cg6 interactions
between phenyl groups and PYR core (Table S2, Figure 4b). PYR layers have herringbone
packing with weak C-H···π interactions, where H···Cg distance is longer than 3.4 Å.
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irradiation (bottom) with calculated BFDH morphology. (b) Molecular structure, atom, and cycle
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of PYR–DPA (blue) and PRN–DPA (green) co-crystals with side and top view.

Remarkably, the co-crystal is isostructural to the previously reported PRN–DPA co-
crystal (refcode: CSD-QIFKAV, Figure 4c). Co-crystal structures have the same space group
P21/c and similar unit cell parameters. The arrangement of DPA molecules in co-crystals is
identical, see top view in Figure 4c. The pyrene/perylene layers have similar inclination and
herringbone packing stabilized by C-H···π interactions with DPA layers. However, weaker
C-H···π interactions in pyrene layers make the packing less dense than that of PRN–DPA
co-crystal with Dcalcd = 1.237 versus Dcalcd = 1.267 g cm−3 for PRN–DPA co-crystal. Weaker
C-H···π interactions in pyrene layers may be related to unfavorable herringbone packing,
because in all three known polymorphs of PYR the π-stacking is realized—this is consistent
with the photoluminescence properties of studied PYR and PYR–DPA materials (vide infra).
This result might also be attractive for template crystallization of new polymorphic forms
of pyrene with herringbone packing.

As a next step, we studied the photoluminescence (PL) properties of the PYR–DPA
co-crystal as well as PYR and DPA crystals by integrating sphere. Figure 5 demonstrates
corresponding PL spectra normalized to PL QY. α-DPA demonstrated a PL spectrum with
maxima at 450 nm and PL QY of 23%. The pyrene polycrystalline sample obtained from
toluene solution demonstrated a broad PL spectrum with maxima at about 500 nm and
similar to DPA PL QY of 23%, which is lower than the previously reported value of 68% for
melt-grown PYR crystals [61] and in accordance with previous report on PL properties of
methylated PYR derivatives [61]. The relatively low PL QY of the solution-crystallized PYR
sample may be assigned to the defects and dense π-π stacked molecular packing leading
to excimer formation in the solid state. However, PYR–DPA co-crystal demonstrated a
blue-shifted emission with two PL maxima at 431 nm and 453 nm with a high PL QY of 51%,
which could be assigned to the less dense crystal structure and non-typical herringbone
packing of PYR molecules within the co-crystal (vide supra). The PL QY of PYR–DPA co-
crystal is also consistent with its isostructural analogue PRN–DPA co-crystal demonstrating
a PLQY of 45% [24].
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3.3. 9,10-Diphenylanthracene Polymorphism Control

Crystallization of DPA with additives changes DPA crystal morphology from bulk
prisms to plate-shaped crystals with (111) Miller indexes. This observation points on the
inhibiting of the growth of (111) facet. Additionally, similar crystal structures of PRN-DPA
and PYR–DPA co-crystals point to preferential DPA layered packing during a crystalliza-
tion process due to the difference between DPA and additive molecular structure [25]. We
compared DPA arrangement of (111) layer in α-DPA and PYR–DPA co-crystal to discover
possible similarities. Crystal structure comparison shows the similar molecular arrange-
ment of molecular stacks of the α-DPA (111) layer and PYR–DPA co-crystal (100) layer
(see side and top view of DPA layer in Figure 6a; highlighted by red circles). Such an
arrangement of DPA molecules allows them to form stronger C-H···π interactions with
additive inhibiting further growth of the (111) layer and the changing crystal morphology
to the plate. We supposed that the (111) DPA layer serves as adsorption layer for tetracene
molecules that incorporate into the DPA layers and are able to transform not only the crystal
morphology but also the polymorphic modification via changing molecular arrangement
to the layered structure (Figure 6a) corresponding to β- or γ- DPA polymorphs. Figure 6b–e
demonstrates the comparison of the molecular layer thickness with the tetracene molecular
length indicating very similar values. Therefore, the tetracene additive most probably acts
as a promoter for layered DPA crystallization corresponding to β- and γ-DPA polymorphs.
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4. Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated the additive-assisted crystallization of 9,10-
diphenylanthracene from solution by solvent/antisolvent method. The series of model
aromatic hydrocarbon molecules comprising pyrene, perylene, anthracene, tetracene, and
rubrene was tested for polymorphism control of DPA. All materials except anthracene and
tetracene did not demonstrate unambiguous influence on DPA polymorphism. In turn,
tetracene showed a reproducible effect on the metastable DPA polymorphs’ crystallization
allowing us to obtain α-, β-, and γ-DPA polymorph depending on the TET concentration
that was demonstrated for the first time. In addition, the crystallization of DPA and PYR
resulted in stoichiometric PYR–DPA co-crystal having a segregated layered molecular
packing with alternating DPA and PYR layers. The segregated structure of the PYR–DPA
co-crystal highlights the molecular incompatibility of non-planar and planar aromatic
hydrocarbon molecules for the mixed co-crystallization [25]. Remarkably, the molecular
packing of pyrene within the co-crystal is unique and represented by the herringbone motif,
whereas the molecular packing in known pyrene polymorphs is denser and represented
by π-stacked molecules. The co-crystal demonstrated bright photoluminescence with a
photoluminescence quantum yield of 51%. Finally, considering the TET molecular length,
DPA polymorphs’ structures and the PYR–DPA and PRN–DPA [24] co-crystals’ structures,
we have proposed the mechanism of additive-assisted DPA polymorphism based on the
promotion of the segregated layered crystallization corresponding to metastable DPA poly-
morphs. Our work highlights the additive-assisted crystallization method for tuning of
molecular packing and functional properties of materials for organic optoelectronics.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cryst13060861/s1, Table S1: Crystal Data of PYR-DPA co-crystal;
Figure S1: Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of DPA + ANT samples at different ANT concentrations;
Figure S2: A series of powder X-ray diffraction patterns of DPA + TET samples with variable
TET concentrations; Figure S3: Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of DPA + TET mixture after
mechanochemical treatment; Table S2: Noncovalent interactions in PYR-DPA co-crystal.
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